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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is progressing southeastward from roughly Destin, FL, southwestward through Mississippi Canyon, and into 
Alaminos Canyon. Scattered showers and a few generally non-severe thunderstorms will be possible along, and ahead of the 
front in deepwater areas through midday. Lighter, more isolated rain activity may linger well behind the front through today.
Meanwhile fresh to strong north to northeast winds and moderate to rough seas will filter across the Gulf today through 
tomorrow morning. Steadily improving conditions from northwest to southeast are anticipated with the arrival of high 
pressure through tomorrow night. Moderate seas will be confined to deepwater locations. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Sunday through Monday afternoon will feature a return of light to moderate east/southeast winds as high pressure shifts east 
ahead of the next cold front. American and European guidance remain in strong agreement with a strong frontal passage and 
significant wind shift occurring from west to east Monday evening through Tuesday. Borderline sustained gale force winds and 
very rough seas may develop behind the front in the west Gulf. Rough seas may extend into the eastern Gulf Tuesday morning 
through Wednesday. Significant disagreement between model solutions remain Wednesday night through the end of next 
week thus medium range confidence is lower than average. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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